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There is one nuclear pwer station o the African continent. It is on the South
Western coast, 35 km north of our second largest city, Cape Town. It is called
Koeberg.

It is a PWR station m4th a capaclt� of 1820."MVVe from two reactors. It has had ten
ye�rs of incident-free operation. It is one of 21 operating power stations'in a
national grid, most of them. coal-fired.

In terms of communicating positive messages, Koeberg has some unique inherent
disadvantages. It was built under the apartheid regime. It was licensed under an
Act of Parliament which shrouded its activities in secrecy. Some of its fuel was and
is still sourced from South Africa's Atomic Energy Commission Mich is now known
to have built 6 nuclear devices.

South Africa has some of the biggest and cheapest coal esources in the world. 'The
coal mines employ members of one of the biggest unions (the National Union of
Mine Workers) in thp country and are a vital source of income for a largely unskilled
workforce.'

Until South Africa's political situation changed in 1990 there was not a great deal of
public opposition to the estence of Koeberg.

Then, in February 1994,. the African National Congress, the political party with the
largest epresentation in our parliament, set up a conference about the nuclear
industry in South Africa. The majority of participants mere anti-nuclear and they said
they felt that a nuclear power station was'undemocratic. Also, the suspicion as
voiced that the povsr station had been built a. a front for the development of
military uses for nuclear expertise. And, of course, it was suspected that those
military uses would have been aimed at maintaining white supremacy at the foot of
Africa.

On a different front Eskom, the national utility which operates Koeberg has. a
policy-making body called the Electricity Council. Last year union representatives
were appointed to that Council for the first time in the Council's history. The union
representation is heavily biased in terms of blue collar workers and coal mining and
so there was little empathy or understanding for the high-tech activities of a nuclear
power station.

Also represented, on the. Council wre organisations hich had either been banned
'under the apartheid regime or had had no-official recognition during the past 40
years.

In Council meetings early last year it was demanded that Eskom statq unequivocally
what the costs were of running Koeberg, what sort of health threat it posed in terms
of radiation exposure to workers and the public, and what its links were to the
Atomic Energy Commission, past and present.
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It was obvious that Koeberg was viewed with hostility and suspicion by the new
decision-makers in our country. Hardly surprising, as they had never been
consulted in respect of either Koeberg or the Atomic Energy Commission.

Contributing to the hostility was the fact that our inequitable education system had
resulted in, a population that is 'still 70% functionally illiterate Wth no hope of
understanding the complexities of nuclear physics even if they were explained to
them.

I do not understand the complexities of nuclear physics. I am an art$ graduate. I
dorYt know what happens inside the rods - nor do I want to know. All I Mnt to know
is that the people who should know what happens inside the rods are responsible
and caring human beings who will under no circumstances endanger me or my
family. I need to trust nuclear physicists, engineers, technicians and managers to
keep me safe. I can't do their jobs for them. I have to be able to trust them to do
their jobs properly.

And Wien' Eskom called in my rganisation to help them with the behavioural
communication of the messages they needed to convey about Koeberg to their new,
suspicious and hostile audience that was where we started: trust.

Our experience has been that conventional communication techniques will no longer
do with today'S udience, especially a hostile audience. And w also know that
transparent integrity communicates better and faster than any other method.

Therefore, we recommended that the presentation not be made by professional
Presenters or with expensive visual aids, but that the key messages be presented,
simply,' by ordinary workers from the rganisation. The only. presentation
qualification those workers needed was the knowledge of their. subject.,

rhis in spite of the fact that our first audience - the Electricity Council - had many
)eople on it who viere engineers and scientists who could understand physics:. It
vas our view that whatever material went to the Council should also be able to be
JistribOted unchanged to the mass media and the public. We viewed the Council as
)eing representative of the new South Africa. The only information that could not be
ransferred was material of a commercial contractual nature that no company in any
)usiness environment could be expected to make public.

'he two staff members who were chosen to make the verbal' presentation to the
'ouncil were an accountant (a young man) and a nuclear physicist (a young
YOM2n). Neither was, at the time of the presentation, very senior in the rganisation
)ut they were epert at their jobs.

Ve put them through a presentation training process, but not in order to turn them
,,do professional presenters. Smoothness of presentation was not our aim.
credibility of presentation was. Why train them then, you might ask?

'oday's udience, no matter how naive, is not easily impressed by any message
Yh1ch looks good on the outside but has no heart. Television has spread its
ffluence to wide. CNN has reached too many people with the raw and visible pain

ind suffering of Chechnya, Herzogovina, Tianamen Square and the war in Iraq (to
iame only the ost famous examples) for people to be easily swayed by any
iessage wrapped in a glossy.package.
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For that reason paid professional presenters are not often useful in -bringing about
attitude reform. They can report on the attitude reform but they cannot initiate it.

And so our two young presenters needed to be coached for two very simple reasons
only. The first was that they had to make their case in a specified amount of time
and so they had to be clear about what they would say and how much they would
say about it The second was that they had to be guided as to what were the most
effective messages and how to communicate those messages as effectively as
possible.

That meant their being encouraged to sift through their very extensive knowledge
and getting them to highlight for themselves and therefore for their audience what
wwe the most important facts for the audience to know in order for that audience to
be able to make not only an informed but also a fair judgement about the facts.

To achieve credibility it was fundamental that they should believe inwhat they were
that they could not simply write a speech and read it.
come from their inner conviction not from a sheet of

natural logic or no-one else would be able to believe it. 

It is our experience as behavioural communication consultants that if you can see
'hat the person you're talking to has thought an issue through, you are more likely to
Follow his-or her advice than if you think they are making up their answer as they go
along or are working to a hackneyed formula.

k presenter has therefore aways to think first in terms f the way the audience will
eceiye his message rather than simply deciding on hat he wants the udience to

<now.

1%�o it is important to put all facts into a context that is comprehensible and
Comfortable for one's audienoe.

-his focus on the audience as istinct from a focus on the message is often a new
approach even for established omunicators. A bit of training in technique is all
hat is needed to help them over the initial hurdles of restructuring what they want to
my.

Nhen our messengers finally made their presentations to the Council they had gone
hrough a process of understanding why they as the messengers were important.
iot because they were responsible, on behalf of he rganisation, for keeping
�oeberg alive. But bemuse their opinions 29 to why Koeberg should be kept
Operational were valid. Their opinions were valid because they were responsible
adults who had given the matter great thought and had made rational declsion�.
hey knew they had the moral high-ground because they were decent people, just

ike the rest of us sifting here in this room. They knew absolutely that the anti-nukes
lo not have an exclusive or automaic claim to the title of Caretakers f the Planet
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As a result of their presentation, the following happened:

They received applause from the Council - something unheard of in those stem
circumstances and not looked for in what we knew to be a hostile audience.

There have been no more questions from that quarter regarding the cost or Wety of
Kosberg.

There have been no further public questions regarding non-pea0eful use of nuclear
expertise in onnection with Koeberg itself,

There has been no further discussion in the Council of shortening Koeberg's
operating life.

And our messengers have been invited to make the same presentation to the
Executive Committee of the National Union of Mine Workers.

In a communication opportunity of just on two hours, by highlighting the honour of
our messengers, we were able to tur a hostile opinion tide into reasonable
receptiveness.


